
Annex I - List of Designated Trade Divisions 

Trade 

1. Woodworker 

Trade Division 

(1 I Carpenter [Fender) 

(2) Carpenter [Formwork) 

[Master)• 

• (3) Carpenter [Formwork -

Civil Construction) 

• (4) Carpenter [Formwork -

Civil Construction) 

[Striking) 

• (5) Carpenter [Formwork -

Building Construction) 

• (6) Carpenter [Formwork -

Building Construction) 

[Striking) 

(7) Joiner 

(8) Joiner [Assembling) 

Description of Skills 

Removing, cutting and erecting timber fenders for 

protection of piers, seawalls, dolphins and landing 

steps 

[al Erecting and striking timber formwork for 

civil construction 

[b) Erecting and striking timber formwork for 

building works 

Erecting and striking timber formwork for civil 

construction 

Striking timber formwork for civil construction 

Erecting and striking timber formwork for building 

construction 

Striking timber formwork for building construction 

Internal and external woodwork [except formwork 

and fender) using both hand tools and woodwork

ing machinery 

Assembling prefabricated woodwork and 

associated small metal parts 

Trade Division Code 

C306 

C307 C407 

C307b C407b 

C307d 

C307a C407a 

C307c 

C322 C422 

C322a 

• Note: Under the same trade, the ··master trade division·· possesses a group of skills of trade divisions marked with dot. 

Working Across Designated 

Trade Division(s) 

(7) Joiner (C322) 

(68) Floor Layer [Master) (C316) 

(5) Carpenter (Formwork -

Building Construction) [C307a) 

(6) Carpenter (Formwork -

Building Construction) 

[Striking) [C307c) 

(3) Carpenter (Formwork -

Civil Construction) [C307b) 

(4) Carpenter (Formwork -

Civil Construction) (Striking) 

(C307d) 

(46A) False Ceiling Installer [C358) 

(62A) Partition (Metal Frame) 

Installer [C359) 

(70) Floor Layer [PVC Flooring) 

(C316a) 

A registered worker of the ""master trade division" is allowed to carry out works independently, as well as to instruct and supervise other registered workers to carry out 
works of all trade divisions of that particular group. 



Annex I - List of Designated Trade Divisions 

Trade 

2. Hand-dug 
Caisson Worker 

3. Leveller 

4. Piling Operative 

5. Waterproofing 
Worker 

Trade Division 

(9) Hand-dug Caisson Worker 

I 10) Leveller 

(11) Piling Operative 

([Master)• 

• (12) Piling Operative 
[Percussive Pile) 

• (13) Piling Operative 
[Bored Pile) 

(14) Waterproofing Worker 

[Master)* 

Description of Skills 

Constructing underground caissons by hand-dug 
caisson method 

[a) Reading and interpreting drawings 
[bl Setting up job lines and levels and preparing 

templates 

Setting up piling rigs for driven or bored piles works 

Setting up piling rigs for driven piles works 

Setting up piling rigs for bored piles works 

[al [ii Blending liquid membrane materials 
using a hand blender 

[ii) Painting with primer and pouring liquid 
membrane materials on prepared surfaces 

[iii) Platform waterproofing work 
[b) [ii Pouring hot asphalt primer on prepared 

surfaces 
[ii) Cutting out adhesive-type felt to fit 

overlapped position and affixing it to the 
platform by using an electric blower 

[cl [ii Pouring hot asphalt primer on prepared 
surfaces 

[ii) Cutting out burn-type and grainy colour felt 
to fit overlapped position and affixing it to the 
platform by using a liquefied petroleum gas 
appliance 

Trade Division Code 

1111•111 
C353 C453 

C323 C423 

C330 C430 

C330b C430b 

C330a C430a 

C301 

• Note: Under the same trade, the ··master trade division·· possesses a group of skills of trade divisions marked with dot. 

Working Across Designated 

Trade Division(s) 

A registered worker of the ""master trade division" is allowed to carry out works independently, as well as to instruct and supervise other registered workers to carry out 
works of all trade divisions of that particular group. 



Trade 

5. Waterproofing 

Worker 

Trade Division 

• I 15) Waterproofing Worker 

(Liquid Membrane) 

• (16) Waterproofing Worker 

(Burn-type Felt) 

• I 17) Waterproofing Worker 

(Adhesive-type Felt) 

6. Drain and Pipe (18) Drain and Pipe Layer 

Layer (Master)• 

Description of Skills 

==================== 

(a) Blending liquid membrane materials using a 

hand blender 

(bl Painting with primer and pouring liquid 

membrane materials on prepared surfaces 

(cl Platform waterproofing work 

(al Pouring hot asphalt primer on prepared surfaces 

(b) Cutting out burn-type and grainy colour felt to fit 

overlapped position and affixing it to the platform 

by using a liquefied petroleum gas appliance 

(a) Pouring hot asphalt primer on prepared surfaces 

(b) Cutting out adhesive-type felt to fit overlapped 

position and affixing it to the platform by using 

an electric blower 

(a) Assembling, installing and repairing -

(i) pipes, pipe-fittings, sanitary fixtures, cold, 

hot and flush water systems, and soil, waste 

and rain water drainage systems in buildings; 

(ii) pipes and fittings in premises, and any pipes 

and fittings between premises and a 

connection to the mains (including the pipes 

and pipe-fittings forming part of a fire 

service) which are used for the purposes of a 

supply within the meaning of the Waterworks 

Ordinance (Cap 102) 

(bl Laying and joining underground drains, 

constructing manholes, installing pipes and 

fittings, constructing beds and haunches, and 

surrounding pipes with concrete 

Trade Division Code 

dl■Bill 

C301c -

IIII

C301b C401b 

II
II 

II

C301a -

I II

C3006

• Note: Under the same trade, the "master trade division·· possesses a group of skills of trade divisions marked with dot. 

Working Across Designated 

Trade Division(s) 

-

-

-

A registered worker of the "master trade division" is allowed to carry out works independently, as well as to instruct and supervise other registered workers to carry out 
works of all trade divisions of that particular group. 



Annex I - List of Designated Trade Divisions 

Trade 

6. Drain and Pipe 

Layera 

Trade Division 

(18) Drain and Pipe Layer 

[Master)• 

• (19) Plumber 

• (20) Drainlayer 

• (21 I Pipe layer 

Description of Skills 

[cl Laying water mains, making pressurized joints 

by mechanical means, installing pipes and 

fittings, constructing beds and haunches, and 

surrounding pipes with concrete 

Assembling, installing and repairing -

[al pipes, pipe-fittings, sanitary fixtures, cold, hot 

and flush water systems, and soil, waste and 

rain water drainage systems in buildings; 

[bl pipes and fittings in premises, and any pipes 

and fittings between premises and a connection 

to the mains [including the pipes and 

pipe-fittings forming part of a fire service) 

which are used for the purposes of a supply 

within the meaning of the Waterworks 

Ordinance [Cap 102) 

Laying and joining underground drains, construct

ing manholes, installing pipes and fittings, 

constructing beds and haunches, and surrounding 

pipes with concrete 

Laying water mains, making pressurized joints by 

mechanical means, installing pipes and fittings, 

constructing beds and haunches, and surrounding 

pipes with concrete 

Trade Division Code 

111■■111 

C3006 

C338 C438 

C314 C414 

C331 

• Note: Under the same trade, the ··master trade division·· possesses a group of skills of trade divisions marked with dot.

Working Across Designated 

Trade Division(s) 

A registered worker of the ""master trade division" is allowed to carry out works independently, as well as to instruct and supervise other registered workers to carry out 
works of all trade divisions of that particular group. 






















































